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BUS233A: “Entrepreneurship and Rapid Prototyping”
Extra Credit - May 2023

Class 12: Homework
Optional assignment to replace your lowest quiz grade:
Spend 1 hour using Open AI tools and your own critical thinking, entrepreneurship skills, and 
storytelling skills to create a pitch deck for our class 
(BUS233A: "Entrepreneurship and Rapid Prototyping").

Generate a wireframe for your pitch using https://tome.app to generate base slides, and then 
fill in content using https://chat.openai.com/ and edits of your own design.
Pull from the syllabus (attached here) as base content - it may also help to add your own 
experiences around the class and rapid prototyping your product 
(you could be a 3rd party validator for the class).

Submit the pitch deck to ianroy@brandeis.edu no later than May 10th.

https://tome.app
https://chat.openai.com/


From Idea to Reality: Mastering 
Entrepreneurship & Rapid 

Prototyping

MSBA/MBA ‘24 



Overview Of The Class
The class on entrepreneurship and rapid prototyping was a life transforming and watershed 
moment for all participating students. The course began with a comprehensive introduction to 
entrepreneurship, including the definition of entrepreneurship and its importance in today's 
world.

The Professor emphasized the need for entrepreneurs to have a clear understanding of their 
target market, as well as the importance of conducting thorough market research before 
launching a product or service. The participants were also introduced to various entrepreneurial 
models and frameworks, such as Lean Startup. Through a combination of HBS Case Studies and 
working on startup ideas conceived in the class, students practically learnt the basic 
methodologies that entrepreneurs use to launch products and services. 
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Rapid Prototyping
The art of rapid prototyping was the greatest revelation 
I took from this class. I learnt that rapid prototyping is a 
crucial step in the product development process and 
helps entrepreneurs to test and validate ideas and 
designs in a cost-effective and timely manner.

With the ability to rapidly prototype, businesses can 
speed up the time-to-market and gain competitive 
advantage by bringing innovative products to market 
before their competitors. The class was also introduced 
to various entrepreneurial models and frameworks, 
such as Lean Startup and Hypothesis Driven 
Entrepreneurship.T
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Entrepreneurial Mindset
Apart from the technical skills, the class also focused 
on developing an entrepreneurial mindset. The 
instructor emphasized the importance of taking 
calculated risks, being resilient in the face of failure, 
and having a growth mindset.

Students learnt about the various personality traits and 
habits of successful entrepreneurs, such as creativity, 
persistence, and adaptability. They also had the 
opportunity to reflect on their own strengths and 
weaknesses and develop a plan for personal growth.
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Design Thinking
Another important topic covered in the class was 
design thinking. The instructor explained that design 
thinking is a human-centered approach to 
problem-solving that emphasizes empathy, ideation, 
and prototyping.

We learnt about the various stages of design thinking, 
including empathizing with the users, defining the 
problem, ideating possible solutions, prototyping and 
testing. They also had the opportunity to apply design 
thinking principles to a real-world problem and come 
up with innovative solutions.
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Pitching and Oral Presentation Skills
The class taught us to effectively communicate one's 
business idea so as to gain funding and support from 
investors, partners, and customers. Through practice and 
feedback, students learnt how to create and deliver 
compelling pitches that capture the attention of their 
audience and effectively convey the value proposition of 
their product or service. Additionally, the course focused 
on developing oral communication skills such as active 
listening, giving and receiving feedback, and adapting 
one's communication style to suit different audiences. 
These skills are essential for any entrepreneur looking to 
succeed in today's fast-paced and ever-changing business 
landscape.
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Guest Speakers
Throughout the course, we had the opportunity to 
interact with several startup founders who shared 
their experiences and insights on entrepreneurship 
and rapid prototyping.

Unforgettable Quotes:

“Build the plane while it’s taking off”

“If you are serious about entrepreneurship, 
don’t have backup plans.”
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the class on entrepreneurship and rapid 
prototyping was a valuable learning experience for all 
the participants. The course provided a comprehensive 
introduction to entrepreneurship, rapid prototyping, 
design thinking, and the entrepreneurial mindset.

The participants also had the opportunity to work on a 
real startup idea, interact with guest speakers, and 
reflect on their own strengths and weaknesses. Overall, 
the class provided a solid foundation for anyone 
interested in pursuing entrepreneurship or innovation.
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iLRN 2023
"What is the most urgent matter in designing ILEs?"

“What should iLRN focus on as a community?”

Workshop Objectives:

● Acknowledge and leverage the strengths of iLRN conferences as identified by the 
attendees.

● Collaboratively ideate and develop innovative solutions addressing the urgent matters in 
designing Immersive Learning Environments (ILEs).

● Foster interdisciplinary synergies, facilitate a shared understanding, and develop language 
and standards around “What our network needs?”
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Overview of this Session

Discovery - What are Narrative Standards?

Empathy - Broaden Definition of Narrative Standards

Ideation - Generate List of Potential Standards

Define - Refining These Lists

Testing - Apply These Standards to Real Projects

iLRN
 ‘22
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The priorities focus on: 

Improving collaboration and resource 
sharing,

Fostering inclusivity and diversity, 

Addressing ethical concerns, 

Enhancing practical application, 

and leveraging technology effectively 
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1. Accessibility, Inclusion, and Representation: Focus on 
ensuring disability access, cultural representation, and 
lowering the cost of entry through open source tools. This 
also includes the desire to broaden the iLRN community 
and include other academic fields, especially 
psychology and communication.

2. Ethics and Privacy: Address ethics and privacy issues, 
with an emphasis on creating a way to share solutions to 
these problems. This includes creating resources that 
can be utilized by the entire community.

3. Collaboration and Skill Matching: The desire for better 
collaboration, including the idea of skill matching or 
pairing across people in the iLRN network, is a significant 
priority. This includes leveraging each member's 
strengths, such as pursuing funding or copy editing.

4. Local Engagement and Community Building: The need 
for local chapters to facilitate face-to-face engagement 
between conferences was highlighted. This was linked to 
a broader desire to foster a sense of belonging within the 
iLRN community.

5. Practical Application and Literacy in Design: Emphasis 
was placed on providing practical advice for classroom 
settings and the desire for educators to become 
designers and vice versa. This includes offering 
workshops on wellbeing and a crash course in design 
literacy.
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6. Resource Sharing and Community Definition: Teams 
suggested ongoing discussions, sharing of use cases, and 
resources between conferences. The need to define the 
iLRN community to foster belonging was also identified.

7. Cross-Disciplinary Interaction and Integration: Inviting 
and integrating knowledge from various academic fields 
and disciplines, between researchers and teachers across 
academic disciplines, was identified as a key priority.

8. Technology Testing and Interaction: There was a desire 
to have opportunities to test technologies and get more 
hands-on experiences at the conferences, such as 
through demos or vendor interactions.

9. AI Leverage: Connection with AI initiatives and 
resources to leverage AI in the field of immersive learning.

10. Broad Visibility of iLRN: There was a call for increasing 
the visibility of iLRN broadly, to attract more participants 
and strengthen the impact of the community.

11. Bridging Gap Between Educators and Developers: A 
platform for educators to express their needs and desires 
from developers was suggested.

12. Pursuing Collaborative Initiatives: Teams suggested that 
as experts in the field, they should define what is essential 
in this field and pursue it collaboratively.



Strategic Planning:
3 Pillars for the next 
3 years
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#1: Accessibility, Inclusion, and Open Source Resource 
Development

This pillar reinforces iLRN's commitment to designing and facilitating immersive 
learning experiences (ILEs) that are accessible and inclusive, considering all 
abilities, cultural backgrounds, and learning styles. An integral part of this pillar 
is also an emphasis on open source development, lowering the barrier to entry 
and encouraging wide-ranging participation. By making resources, tools, and 
platforms freely available and modifiable, iLRN enables innovation and 
inclusivity, allowing everyone to contribute to and benefit from the shared 
knowledgebase and advancements in immersive learning technologies. This 
ensures that the benefits of immersive learning are not just confined to those 
with the resources to pay for proprietary tools, but are made accessible to 
everyone.
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#2: Ethics, Privacy, and Responsible AI Integration

Recognizing the implications of rapidly advancing technology on personal 
privacy and ethics, iLRN prioritizes responsible use of technology in Immersive 
Learning Experiences (ILEs). This includes issues related to children's rights, data 
privacy, biometrics, and the implementation of AI tools, and the data sets the AI 
tools train on. This pillar underscores the necessity to create ethical guidelines, 
share resources, and initiate community-led discussions to address these 
concerns. The focus is not just on problem-solving, but on the proactive 
establishment of standards and practices that ensure the responsible and 
ethical use of immersive learning technology in the age of AI. This also includes 
the thoughtful integration of AI, emphasizing transparency, fairness, and respect 
for user & data consent.
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#3: Community Engagement and Visibility

The 3rd pillar focuses on enhancing iLRN's community engagement and 
visibility. This entails designing and implementing strategies to increase 
participation in off-conference activities, including virtual meetups, 
webinars, workshops, and collaborative projects. Local chapters should be 
encouraged to organize face-to-face engagements, fostering a more 
tangible sense of community. Furthermore, this pillar emphasizes the 
importance of raising iLRN's profile broadly, promoting its mission, 
achievements, and opportunities to a wider audience. This not only helps 
grow the iLRN community, but also amplifies its impact on the wider field of 
immersive learning.








